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Executive Summary of Proposals and Recommendation 
 
Proposal 
This application sought outline planning permission for residential development of up to 70 
dwellings and associated works. Following the lodging of an appeal against the application's 
non-determination, the Local Planning Authority is required to establish what its decision would 
have been, had it had the opportunity to determine the application. 
 
Consultations 
Members will see from the main report below that objections have been received in respect of 
the proposals (including from Ashby de la Zouch Town Council); no other objections are raised 
by statutory consultees. 
 
Planning Policy 
The application site lies outside Limits to Development as defined in the adopted North West 
Leicestershire Local Plan. Also material to the determination of the application, however, is the 
supply of housing in the context of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 
 
Conclusion 
The report below indicates that, whilst the site is a greenfield site outside Limits to Development, 
having regard to the site's general suitability for housing (including its proximity to the built up 
area of Ashby de la Zouch) and the need to demonstrate and maintain a five year supply of 
housing land within the District, the proposals would be considered to constitute sustainable 
development, and release of the site for residential development would be appropriate in 
principle. The proposed development would, it is considered, be able to be undertaken in a 
manner acceptable in terms of access issues; there are no other technical issues that would 
indicate that planning permission should not be granted, and appropriate contributions to 
infrastructure would also be made so as to mitigate the impacts of the proposals on local 
facilities. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:-  
 
HAD THE LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO DETERMINE THE 
APPLICATION, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN PERMITTED, SUBJECT TO SECTION 106 
OBLIGATIONS, AND SUBJECT TO THE IMPOSITION OF CONDITIONS  
 
Members are advised that the above is a summary of the proposals and key issues 
contained in the main report below which provides full details of all consultation 
responses, planning policies and the Officer's assessment, and Members are advised 
that this summary should be read in conjunction with the detailed report. 
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MAIN REPORT 
 
1. Proposals and Background 
 
This is an outline planning application for residential development of a site of 3.85 hectares 
(currently unused grassland) for up to 70 dwellings on land to the north of Woodcock Way, 
Ashby de la Zouch.  
 
The application was previously reported to the Planning Committee on 3 February 2015 with a 
recommendation to permit subject to Section 106 obligations; the application was however 
resolved to be deferred to allow further information on access and sustainability to be provided, 
and pending the outcome of the wider Money Hill site appeal (lodged in respect of planning 
application 13/00335/OUTM). 
 
Following the deferral, additional information has been submitted in respect of the proposed site 
access, and access is now no longer a reserved matter (insofar as the principal vehicular 
access into the site is concerned). Whilst all other matters are reserved, an illustrative 
masterplan had been submitted showing the proposed dwellings, together with areas of public 
open space / children's play, proposed and retained tree planting / landscaping and surface 
water attenuation facilities.  
 
The site is adjacent to other agricultural land (to the north and west) and to existing residential 
development (to the south and east); the site is crossed by an existing public right of way 
(Footpath O89). 
 
Vehicular access is proposed to be provided by way of an extension to Woodcock Way, an 
existing cul-de-sac served from Nottingham Road. Alterations to the existing priority junction of 
Woodcock Way with Nottingham Road are also proposed, including provision of a new right turn 
lane and alterations to refuges. In terms of other matters of access (and including non-vehicular 
routes into the site, and vehicular, cycle and pedestrian routes through the site), these are 
reserved for consideration at the reserved matters stage(s), although the illustrative masterplan 
indicates retention of connections to the adjacent rights of way network. 
 
The site is part of a wider area subject to planning application 13/00335/OUTM, an outline 
application for the erection of 605 dwellings (including a 60 unit extra care centre), a primary 
school, a health centre, a nursery, a community hall, retail use and public open space with 
vehicular access taken from both the A511 (Ashby Bypass) and from Woodcock Way. That 
application was refused at the Planning Committee of 6 May 2014 on the basis of the site's poor 
connectivity for pedestrians to the town centre, the lack of suitability of Woodcock Way as a 
means of providing vehicular access, the potential impacts on the operation of Junction 13 of 
the A42 and the under-provision of affordable housing having regard to the lack of evidence 
necessary to demonstrate that a policy-compliant contribution would be unviable. As noted 
above, that application is now the subject of an appeal, although the District Council has 
resolved to pursue only the final reason for refusal (i.e. the under-provision of affordable 
housing) at the forthcoming inquiry (due to open in September 2015). A revised application has 
now been submitted in respect of the wider Money Hill site (ref. 15/00512/OUTM), but excludes 
the section of the wider site the subject of this application. A revised application has also been 
submitted in respect of the scheme the subject of this application (ref. 15/00354/OUTM). 
 
Whilst one of the reasons the Woodcock Way application was deferred was to allow the 
outcome of the wider Money Hill appeal to be known, this application is also now the subject of 
an appeal (on the basis of the application's non-determination), again to be considered by way 
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of an inquiry. At the time of preparing this report the appeal had been lodged and was awaiting 
formal validation by the Planning Inspectorate but, assuming the appeal is accepted by the 
Inspectorate, the Local Planning Authority will be required to advise the Planning Inspectorate 
what its decision would have been, had it had the opportunity to determine the application, and 
the purpose of reporting the application to Planning Committee is, therefore, to establish what 
that decision would have been. 
 
2. Publicity  
104 No neighbours have been notified. Last notified 13th February 2015 
 
Site Notice posted 15 September 2014 
Press Notice published 10 September 2014 
 
3. Consultations 
Ashby De La Zouch Town Council consulted 05 September 2014 
Head of Environmental Protection consulted 05 September 2014 
County Highway Authority consulted 05 September 2014 
Environment Agency consulted 05 September 2014 
Natural England- Within 2k Of SSSI consulted 05 September 2014 
NWLDC Tree Officer consulted 05 September 2014 
County Archaeologist consulted 05 September 2014 
LCC ecology consulted 05 September 2014 
NWLDC Urban Designer consulted 05 September 2014 
National Forest Company consulted 05 September 2014 
LCC Development Contributions consulted 05 September 2014 
NHS Leicester, Leicestershire And Rutland Facilities Management consulted 05 September 
2014 
Development Plans consulted 05 September 2014 
Head Of Leisure And Culture consulted 05 September 2014 
Manager Of Housing North West Leicestershire District Council consulted 05 September 2014 
Police Architectural Liaison Officer consulted 05 September 2014 
LCC/Footpaths consulted 05 September 2014 
NWLDC Footpaths Officer consulted 05 September 2014 
Highways Agency- Article 15 development consulted 05 September 2014 
 
4. Summary of Representations Received 
Ashby de la Zouch Town Council objects on the following grounds:  
- Access through Woodcock Way is unsuitable and will have significant traffic implications 

for Nottingham Road which is already congested with 15,000 cars a day passing along 
the road; 

- Town Council had concerns about the traffic implications of the previous application 
when 30 dwellings were using Woodcock Way and this development is for 70 dwellings;  

- In the light of large scale planning applications already approved for Ashby, the 
sustainability of the location and the ability of the town's infrastructure (e.g. roads and 
schools) to cope with the development is questionable 

 
Environment Agency has no objections subject to conditions 
 
Highways Agency (now Highways England) has no objections  
 
Leicestershire County Council Local Education Authority requests developer contributions 
of £456,882.68 in respect of additional provision in the primary, high and upper school sectors  
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Leicestershire County Council Library Services Development Manager requests a 
developer contribution of £3,800 
 
Leicestershire County Council Highway Transportation & Waste Management Authority 
advises that no civic amenity contribution is required  
 
Leicestershire County Council Landscape Officer has no comments 
 
Leicestershire County Council Ecologist has no objections subject to conditions 
 
Leicestershire County Council Highway Authority has no objections subject to conditions, 
and subject to Section 106 obligations 
 
Leicestershire County Council Mineral Planning Authority has no objections  
 
Leicestershire County Council Rights of Way Officer has no objections subject to conditions 
 
Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service advises that it does not have the resources to 
comment on proposed access arrangements in respect of new development and notes that this 
is covered under the Building Regulations 
 
Leicestershire Police objects unless a developer contribution of £27,278 in respect of policing 
is provided 
 
National Forest Company has no objections subject to conditions and subject to Section 106 
obligations 
 
Natural England has no objections subject to conditions 
 
NHS England (Leicestershire and Lincolnshire Area) requests a healthcare contribution of 
£23,331.83 
 
North West Leicestershire District Council Cultural Services Officer advises that, if the 
right of way crossing the site were to deviate from its definitive map line, an application to divert 
it would be required    
 
North West Leicestershire District Council Environmental Health has no objections subject 
to conditions 
 
Third Party Representations 
75 representations have been received, objecting on the following grounds: 
- Further housing not needed 
- Site outside Limits to Development 
- Adverse impact on the walking experience of users of the Ivanhoe Way (right of way 
 O89) 
- Attempt to gain a toe-hold in Money Hill and will open up the remainder of Money Hill to 

development  
- Insufficient highway infrastructure 
- Submitted Transport Assessment not robust 
- Increased congestion to roads and footways 
- Unsafe access 
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- Increased highway hazards due to proximity to school 
- Woodcock Way too narrow to accommodate additional vehicles 
- Adverse impact on sustainable operation of the farm  
- Loss of agricultural land 
- Adverse cumulative impact of development with other schemes in Ashby de la Zouch 
- Highways Agency direction preventing the development 
- Insufficient capacity at Packington sewage treatment works 
- Brownfield sites should be developed in preference to greenfield ones 
- Contrary to 2002 Local Plan Inspector's report  
- Contrary to Core Strategy  
- Insufficient school and healthcare capacity  
- Not sustainable development  
- Some development acceptable subject to limitations on future development beyond 
 
In addition, representations have been received from the Ashby de la Zouch Civic Society and 
the Nottingham Road Action Group, objecting on the following grounds: 
- District now has a 5 year housing land supply and the housing policies of the Local Plan 

are hence no longer out of date 
- Residents not against the principle of residential development on the Money Hill site 
- The SHMA has been judged as sound by Inspectors and further approvals of housing 

are not needed having regard to existing approvals 
- Site located outside Limits to Development 
- Further residential development not needed having regard to the requirement for Ashby 

de la Zouch as set out in the SHMA 
- Arla Dairies site can be developed instead if additional housing is required  
- Contrary to Local Plan policies 
- Unsustainable development  
- Premature 
- Would impact on development of the District's preferred direction of growth at Money Hill 
- Application interferes with the master planning of the area 
- Proposals in direct conflict with the Money Hill Consortium's plan 
- Would lead to no access rights for the Money Hill Consortium onto Nottingham Road 
- Does not address reasons for refusal in respect of the refused wider Money Hill scheme 
- Nottingham Road at saturation 
- Submitted Transport Assessment not robust 
- Transport Assessment indicates that cumulative developments will worsen current 

congestion - severe cumulative congestion has been found by the Secretary of State to 
be a reason for refusal in three recent cases 

- Excessive walking distances to town facilities - unsustainable location 
- Nature of the routes to facilities make walking less desirable 
- Poorly connected for cycling 
- Poor accessibility to local employment by public transport 
- New developments in Ashby de la Zouch aimed at long distance commuters 
- Unsafe / illegal access and has been criticised by highways 
- Road Safety Audit issues not remedied 
- Adverse impact at A42 Junction 13 and adjacent A511 / Nottingham Road roundabout 
- Brownfield sites should be developed in preference to greenfield ones 
- Adverse impacts on residential amenity of Woodcock Way due to increased traffic 
- Adverse impact on the walking experience of users of the Ivanhoe Way (right of way 

O89) 
- Contrary to NPPF 
- The Secretary of State has called in the Money Hill appeal because of its significant 
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impact on the supply and sustainability of housing 
- Approval of the application would significantly alter the case to be judged by the 

Secretary of State, prejudices the Local Plan and is inappropriate so close to Purdah 
 
Representations have also been received on behalf of the Money Hill Consortium making the 
following points: 
- The site forms part of the wider Money Hill site the subject of a current appeal against 

the refusal of planning permission 
- The Consortium supports the provision of additional development within sustainable 

locations in Ashby to support its future growth 
- The District Council has identified (within the former emerging Core Strategy) Money Hill 

as the site for the development of a minimum of 605 dwellings, supported by the relevant 
evidence base prepared by the Council - Money Hill is the most sustainable location for 
future development in Ashby 

- It is essential that the District Council ensures that the matters arising in the 
determination of the 605 unit scheme, including those identified by the local community 
stakeholders, are taken into account in the determination of the current application 
(including restricting the levels of traffic using Woodcock Way, the importance of 
maintaining the significance and prominence of the Ivanhoe Way (Footpath O89) and 
the importance of securing inter-connectivity between the proposals and the wider 
Money Hill strategic growth location 

- It is significant that the applicant has made a commitment to ensure inter-connectivity 
between the application site and the wider Money Hill site - should the Council grant 
planning permission for the development of the site it should be subject to suitable 
conditions to ensure that unhindered access is maintained between the proposals and 
the wider Money Hill strategic growth location 

- The imposition of planning conditions to secure suitable access and permeability at the 
site would ensure the provision of strategic infrastructure, supporting facilities and 
services that would be delivered through the development of Money Hill could effectively 
serve the wider community and would ensure the access and movement strategy for the 
wider area could be coherently and comprehensively planned 

- Reliance should not be placed upon the findings of the SHMA, as it does not reflect the 
full objectively assessed needs of the Council and it has not yet been subject to scrutiny 
in the local context through the Local Plan process 

- District Council's calculations of housing land supply should not include sites which are 
subject of resolutions to grant planning permission as part of its calculation of its five 
year housing land supply 

 
5. Relevant Planning Policy 
 
National Policies 
National Planning Policy Framework 
The NPPF (Paragraph 215) indicates that due weight should be given to relevant policies in 
existing development plans adopted before 2004 according to their degree of consistency with 
the Framework. The closer the policies in the development plan to the policies in the 
Framework, the greater weight they may be given. 
 
Save where stated otherwise, the policies of the North West Leicestershire Local Plan as listed 
in the relevant section below are consistent with the policies in the NPPF and, save where 
indicated otherwise within the assessment below, should be afforded weight in the 
determination of this application. 
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The following sections of the NPPF are considered relevant to the determination of this 
application: 
 
Paragraph 14 (Presumption in favour of sustainable development) 
Paragraph 17 (Core planning principles) 
Paragraph 32 (Promoting sustainable transport) 
Paragraph 34 (Promoting sustainable transport) 
Paragraph 47 (Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes) 
Paragraph 49 (Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes) 
Paragraph 57 (Requiring good design) 
Paragraph 59 (Requiring good design) 
Paragraph 61 (Requiring good design) 
Paragraph 100 (Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change) 
Paragraph 101 (Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change) 
Paragraph 103 (Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change) 
Paragraph 112 (Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) 
Paragraph 118 (Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) 
Paragraph 123 (Conserving and enhancing the natural environment) 
Paragraph 131 (Conserving and enhancing the historic environment) 
Paragraph 132 (Conserving and enhancing the historic environment) 
Paragraph 135 (Conserving and enhancing the historic environment) 
Paragraph 173 (Ensuring viability and delivery) 
Paragraph 203 (Planning conditions and obligations) 
Paragraph 204 (Planning conditions and obligations) 
 
Adopted North West Leicestershire Local Plan (2002) 
The application site is outside Limits to Development as defined in the adopted North West 
Leicestershire Local Plan. The following Local Plan policies are relevant to this application: 
 
Policy S3 - Countryside 
Policy E2 - Landscaped Amenity Open Space 
Policy E3 - Residential Amenities 
Policy E4 - Design 
Policy E6 - Comprehensive Development 
Policy E7 - Landscaping 
Policy E8 - Crime Prevention 
Policy F1 - National Forest General Policy 
Policy T3 - Highway Standards 
Policy T8 - Parking 
Policy H4/1 - Housing Land Release 
Policy H6 - Housing Density 
Policy H7 - Housing Design 
Policy H8 - Affordable Housing 
Policy L21 - Children's Play Areas 
Policy L22 - Formal Recreation Provision 
 
Other Policies 
 
North West Leicestershire District Council Affordable Housing SPD 
Key Principle AH2 provides that affordable housing will be sought on all sites of 15 or more 
dwellings in Ashby de la Zouch. 
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Key Principle AH3 requires a minimum of 30% of residential units to be available as affordable 
housing within Ashby de la Zouch. 
 
 
North West Leicestershire District Council Play Area Design Guidance SPG 
The District Council's Play Area Design Guidance SPG sets out the relevant requirements in 
respect of children's play provision required in association with residential development. 
 
 
6. Assessment 
 
Principle of Development 
Insofar as the principle of development is concerned, and in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, the starting point for the 
determination of the application is the Development Plan which, in this instance, includes the 
adopted North West Leicestershire Local Plan (2002 (as amended)). 
 
In terms of the adopted North West Leicestershire Local Plan, the site is outside Limits to 
Development. Policy S3 sets out the circumstances in which development will be permitted 
outside Limits to Development; the development proposed would not meet the criteria for 
development in the countryside, and approval would therefore be contrary to the provisions of 
Policy S3. Notwithstanding the countryside location, and whilst the proposals would be contrary 
to the adopted Development Plan, in determining the application, regard must be had to other 
material considerations, including other policies, such as other Development Plan policies and 
National policies. 
 
 
Housing Land Supply and Limits to Development 
The NPPF requires that the Council should be able to identify a five year supply of housing land 
with an additional buffer of 5% or 20% depending on its previous record of housing delivery. The 
District Council is currently able to demonstrate a five year supply (and including for a 20% 
buffer) (although it is noted that the applicants do not concur with this position). 
 
Having regard to the above and to the approach set out in Paragraph 49 of the NPPF, Local 
Plan Policy S3 is considered to be up-to-date in the context of Paragraph 49. However, given 
that the Limits to Development as defined in the adopted Local Plan were drawn having regard 
to housing requirements only up until the end of that Plan Period (i.e. to 2006), this needs to be 
taken into account when considering the weight to be applied to any conflict with this policy.  
 
In addition, notwithstanding the principles contained in Paragraph 17 of the NPPF which 
highlights the need to recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, the 
NPPF's provisions do not specifically seek to preclude development within the countryside, and 
consideration must therefore be given to whether the proposals constitute sustainable 
development (including in its economic, social and environmental roles) given the presumption 
in favour of such as set out in the NPPF. Further consideration of the proposals' compliance 
with the three dimensions of sustainable development is set out in more detail in this report. 
 
 
Site Accessibility and Policy H4/1 
Policy H4/1 of the Local Plan relating to the release of land for housing states that a sequential 
approach should be adopted. Whilst a sequential approach is outdated in the context of the 
NPPF, the sustainability credentials of the scheme would still need to be assessed against the 
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NPPF. 
 
The concept of new development being directed to locations that minimise reliance on the 
private motorcar is contained within the NPPF. The settlement of Ashby de la Zouch benefits 
from a range of local services and is readily accessible via public transport and, in general, is 
considered to be an appropriate settlement for new residential development and, as a 
settlement, would score well against the sustainability advice in the NPPF. 
 
Insofar as the site itself is concerned, and whilst it is located outside Limits to Development, it is 
well related to the existing built up area of the town. In terms of accessibility, it is noted that the 
site is within close proximity of the existing town and the range of services available therein. The 
site access from Woodcock Way is approximately 600m from the town centre (being the closest 
point of the Core Town Centre Shopping Area as defined in the adopted Local Plan) when 
taking the shortest all-weather / all user walking route (i.e. via Woodcock Way, Nottingham 
Road and Wood Street). A shorter walking route is also available via right of way O89 
(approximately 450m from the edge of the application site to the Core Town Centre Shopping 
Area on North Street); whilst this is not suitable for all users, nor likely to be an attractive 
alternative during adverse weather or at night, the applicants are proposing to make a 
contribution towards the provision of a continued metalled pedestrian link along this route 
between the application site and the town centre. In terms of public transport, the nearest bus 
services are available at stops adjacent to Ashby School, approximately 230m (eastbound) and 
300m (westbound) from the site entrance. Services available include approximately two or three 
buses towards the town centre per hour during the daytime (although with less frequent services 
on Sundays). Regular connections are also available to and from Coalville, Loughborough, 
Burton upon Trent and Swadlincote. In addition to its town centre links, the site is considered to 
be relatively well related to retail and employment areas on the eastern edge of Ashby de la 
Zouch; if accessed via the existing rights of way network, the entrance of the Ashby Tesco store 
is approximately 650m from the eastern site boundary. 
 
In terms of the site's greenfield status, it is accepted that the site does not perform well. 
However, this issue needs to be considered in the context of the need to demonstrate and 
maintain a five year housing land supply in the District, and the need for sites to be released to 
meet this need. Given the need to provide significant areas of housing land as set out below, it 
is considered inevitable that greenfield land will need to be released in order to maintain a five 
year supply of deliverable sites, as well as (as in this case) land not allocated for housing 
development in the adopted Local Plan.  
 
Having regard to the three dimensions of sustainable development, it is accepted that the 
contribution to the economic growth associated with the proposed development, together with 
appropriate contributions towards affordable housing would ensure that the scheme would sit 
well in terms of the economic and social dimensions. Insofar as the environmental role is 
concerned, whilst the proposed development would result in the development of land outside of 
the defined Limits to Development, as set out in more detail below, the proposed development 
would not result in any unacceptable impacts on the natural, built or historic environment and, 
by virtue of its location, close to the existing built up area and associated services, and its 
accessibility to public transport, would perform reasonably well in terms of need to travel and the 
movement towards a low carbon economy. 
 
 
Relationship to the Wider Money Hill Development 
Whilst it is noted that the application for the wider Money Hill scheme (ref. 13/00335/OUTM) 
was refused, no objection per se to the principle of that development was raised by the Local 
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Planning Authority, and the District Council's concerns to be raised at the forthcoming appeal do 
not relate to issues of developing the site in principle. The potential therefore exists (and was 
also anticipated in the former emerging Core Strategy) that the wider Money Hill site could come 
forward in the future and, as such, it is considered reasonable, in the interests of the proper 
planning of the area, to ensure that the current scheme to develop a section of that wider site 
would not prejudice its proper development. In terms of relevant planning policies, adopted 
Local Plan Policy E6 seeks to prevent development where it would prejudice the comprehensive 
development and proper planning of a larger area of land of which the site concerned forms 
part. Insofar as the principle of development is concerned (and when considering in the context 
of the illustrative material submitted with the application), it is considered that there would be no 
overriding reason why development of this parcel in isolation would necessarily prejudice the 
wider development, and subject to appropriate linkages being secured at the reserved matters 
stage. Whilst it is noted that the revised application recently submitted by the Money Hill 
Consortium (15/00512/OUTM) now excludes the Woodcock Way site, it is nevertheless 
considered that the same comprehensive development considerations should continue to apply. 
 
Insofar as supporting infrastructure is concerned, developing the site in isolation could, it is 
considered, result in some issues if the relevant contributions were not reasonably flexible in 
their nature. For example, on the one hand, if the wider Money Hill development were to 
proceed, the relevant contributions to infrastructure would, preferably, be able to contribute 
towards a comprehensive mitigation for the wider development (as opposed to individual 
developments within the wider site making "piecemeal" contributions). On the other hand, 
however, there could be no guarantees at this time that the remainder of the wider site would 
ever come forward and, in those circumstances, the development the subject of the current 
application would need to be able to mitigate for its own impact, and at a scale commensurate 
to the level of development proposed (i.e. 70 dwellings). These issues are not, it is considered, 
readily resolvable, and the approach as set out within this report is, in officers' view, a 
reasonable compromise in the circumstances.  
 
The various issues arising from the proposed development's relationship to the wider Money Hill 
development are set out in more detail within the following sections of this report, where 
relevant. 
 
Detailed Issues 
In addition to the issues of the principle of development, consideration of other issues relevant 
to the application is set out in more detail below. 
 
Means of Access and Transportation 
As set out above, details of that part of the access relating to the vehicular access from 
Woodcock Way are now provided as part of the outline proposals; all other access details are 
reserved for subsequent approval. The point of access proposed includes associated alterations 
to the existing priority junction of Woodcock Way with Nottingham Road; this junction has been 
subject to a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit. The general form of the development indicated on the 
submitted illustrative layout also shows other potential pedestrian links into and through the site 
connecting to the public right of way passing through the site; these would also be a matter for 
the reserved matters stage(s) (although their impact on the overall potential accessibility of the 
site still ought to be considered in those terms in respect of the outline application). 
 
The application is accompanied by a Transport Assessment as well as a Travel Plan; both 
documents were amended during the course of the application following dialogue with the 
County Highway Authority. The Transport Assessment indicates that, in the applicants' 
consultants' opinion, the development is in a location where all key amenities and facilities are 
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located within acceptable walking distance from the site, stating that all local services are 
located within 2km walking distance from the site including supermarkets, a restaurant, pubs, 
schools, a doctor's surgery and a leisure centre, and can be accessed via existing footways and 
pedestrian crossings. It also considers the accessibility of the site by public transport (and as 
already assessed under Principle of Development above).  
 
The County Highway Authority's original comments were submitted prior to the removal of all 
access matters from the outline application (and the subsequent reinstatement of the principal 
vehicular access from Woodcock Way within the application), but has provided further 
comments which confirm no significant changes to its previous advice. Overall, the County 
Highway Authority confirms that it has no objections to the application in principle, but having 
regard to likely impacts on the surrounding highway network, recommends a number of 
conditions and planning obligations. The County Highway Authority comments on the respective 
highway-related issues as follows: 
 
"Site Access: 
The existing access at Woodcock Way is a simple priority junction serving 20 dwellings.  It 
follows that turning movements at Nottingham Road / Woodcock Way junction would increase 
with the addition of the proposed 70 dwellings. The proposal is to provide a right-turn lane to 
keep the ahead flows free from obstruction from right turning vehicles....The proposed layout 
was subject to an independent Stage 1 Road Safety Audit which recommended minor 
amendments, but did not raise any material concerns. 
 
The proposed site access design was checked by the CHA [County Highway Authority] against 
the 6Cs Design Guide and Manual for Streets (MfS) guidance. In strict accordance with 
guidance, the minimum lane widths should be 3m for all lanes, requiring a total carriageway 
width of 9m.  However, the existing carriageway width is only 8.5m and this accommodates a 
2.5m right turning lane. This is considered to be an acceptable relaxation in this instance given 
that only cars are likely to be using the right turn lane. This also enables a suitable visibility 
splay to be achieved by keeping the give-way line closer to the main carriageway on 
Nottingham Road. However, this does mean that the proposed pedestrian refuge is only 2m in 
comparison to a desirable 2.5m. 
 
Visibility exiting from Woodcock Way is currently partially obscured by overgrown vegetation.  
The visibility requirement based on MfS guidance is 2.4m by 43m, which has been verified on 
site as being achievable for the proposed design by maintaining the vegetation. However, given 
the site constraints, prior to any works beginning on site, further detailed design will need to be 
submitted to the Highway Authority for review to further demonstrate acceptability. An 
independent Stage 2 Road Safety Audit will be required alongside the detailed design. On 
completion of the works an independent Stage 3 Road Safety Audit stage 3 should also be 
undertaken. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed junction improvements will mitigate against the increased use of 
Woodcock Way from a capacity perspective.  It also provides enhancements to pedestrian 
facilities by providing a refuge along the desire line for crossing Nottingham Road." 
 
Further to the submission of additional access details following the earlier deferral by the 
Planning Committee, the County Highway Authority advises that it is content that the proposed 
scheme for the extension of Woodcock Way would be suitable for serving the proposed 
development and for future-proofing to enable public transport access through the site as it 
meets the standard set out in the County Council's 6Cs Design Guide which requires a 6m wide 
carriageway to accommodate access for buses. The County Council advises that Woodcock 
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Way currently does not meet the width requirement for bus access, as it is only 5.5m wide and 
the junction radii at the junction of Woodcock Way and Nottingham Road are such that left turn 
movements by buses would be unlikely to be possible. However, County Highway Authority 
maintains that the proposed development would in any event be adequately served by existing 
public transport and, therefore, whilst the County Council welcomes measures to future-proof 
the proposed development for potential public transport access, the proposed development 
itself would not require buses to route through Woodcock Way to ensure adequate public 
transport accessibility. 
 
Further to other concerns raised (for example by residents) over potential road safety issues, in 
particular speeding and collisions, the County Highway Authority has undertaken further 
investigations in respect of these matters. Speed survey data collated by the County Council in 
2012 indicates, the County Council advises, that speeds in the vicinity of the site are consistent 
with those for a road with a 30mph speed limit and are deemed to be below intervention level. 
The County Highway Authority is therefore satisfied that there are no speed related concerns on 
Nottingham Road in the vicinity of Woodcock Way and Ashby School.  
 
Whilst the County Highway Authority notes that a number of collisions in recent years have 
been documented by residents, half of those documented by residents do not appear on the 
County Council's database. As the database is compiled from information where emergency 
services have attended the scene and where casualties have been reported, this would 
suggest, the County Council advises, that a large proportion were property damage only 
accidents and, whilst regrettable, are not within the County Highway Authority's priority against 
more serious incidents. The occurrence of incidents is below intervention levels and, the County 
Council comments, there were no turning related incidents within the most recent 5 year period 
at the junction of Woodcock Way and Nottingham Road which could be worsened by the 
proposed development. 
 
Insofar as traffic generation and distribution are concerned, the County Highway Authority 
advises that vehicle trip rates have been based on the existing trip generation at Woodcock 
Way, and is consistent with other residential developments. The County Highway Authority has 
also provided a summary setting out the committed developments taken into account in the 
formulation of the Transport Assessment, and the off-site junctions assessed in terms of their 
operational capacity and performance. 
 
Insofar as the affected junctions on the wider highway network (and the associated junction 
capacity assessments contained within the applicants' submissions) are concerned, the County 
Highway Authority comments as follows: 
 
Woodcock Way / Nottingham Road proposed ghost island junction 
The junction has been demonstrated to be operating within capacity and the proposed layout is 
therefore acceptable. 
 
Wood Street / Upper Church Street proposed signalised junction 
This junction has been tested against proposed signal arrangement and has been demonstrated 
to be operating over its capacity both with and without the proposed development. With the 
proposed development the junction capacity deteriorates slightly from -20.1% to -21.0% reserve 
capacity (a change in value of 0.9%). Whilst congestion is likely to worsen, the development's 
traffic impact on this junction is not severe within the context of the NPPF. Mitigation is therefore 
not required. [In addition, the County Highway Authority confirms that highway improvement 
schemes which were conditioned as part of the David Wilson Homes development are currently 
being progressed.] 
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Bath Street / Kilwardby Street / Derby Road double mini-roundabout junction 
The modelling results in the TA [Transport Assessment] show the junction to be operating over 
its capacity both with and without the proposed development. Whilst congestion is likely to 
worsen, the development's traffic impact on this junction is not severe within the context of the 
NPPF. Mitigation is therefore not required. 
 
Nottingham Road / Resolution Road traffic signal junction 
This junction has been tested with CHA model, but assumed that pedestrian phase is 
operational on each cycle, therefore providing worst case scenario. Whilst congestion is likely to 
worsen, the development's traffic impact on this junction is not severe within the context of the 
NPPF. Mitigation is therefore not required. 
 
A511 / Nottingham Road roundabout junction 
The modelling results in the TA show the junction to be operating over capacity both with and 
without the proposed development. Whilst congestion is likely to worsen, the development's 
impact on this junction is not severe within the context of the NPPF. Mitigation is therefore not 
required." 
 
 
Public Transport and Transportation Developer Contributions 
Insofar as public transport is concerned, having regard to the proximity of existing bus stops, 
and the frequency of the services available from those stops, the County Highway Authority 
does not require any contribution to public transport enhancements in this case. The County 
Highway Authority does however consider that improvements to the existing infrastructure 
would promote bus use and considers that these ought to be secured through Section 106 
contributions. In particular, the County Highway Authority comments that, if a bus-ready route 
could be provided within the development, this would provide the potential for bus penetration to 
wider development in the area, and that such a route would need to be on roads 6m in width 
which could, the County Council considers, be detailed at the reserved matters stage. Without 
this provision, the County Highway Authority notes, bus penetration to wider development in the 
area could be prejudiced. 
 
Insofar as bus penetration is concerned, it is noted that, as part of the wider Money Hill 
development the subject of planning application 13/00335/OUTM, the scheme proposed a 
diverted bus service between Ashby town centre and the development site, including a route 
whereby buses from the town centre would turn left at the Nottingham Road / A511 roundabout, 
proceed north westerly along the Ashby bypass, turn left into the application site, drive through 
it, and then turn right out of Woodcock Way back onto Nottingham Road towards the town 
centre. As a smaller development (likely to be in the form of a cul-de-sac), and given the 
proximity to existing bus services on Nottingham Road, the scheme is not, in itself, considered 
to require diversion of a bus route in this way. However, in order to ensure that any wider Money 
Hill scheme could secure bus penetration, the County Highway Authority's view that the scheme 
would need to ensure that a suitable route through the site were deliverable is concurred with. 
This would need to be taken into account at the reserved matters stage. 
 
Other mitigation proposals required by the County Highway Authority (and sought as Section 
106 contributions) are as follows: 
- Improvements to the public rights of way in the interests of encouraging sustainable 

travel to and from the site, achieving modal shift, and reducing car use (and as per those 
requested by the County Highway Authority's Public Rights of Way Officer - see below) 

- A Construction Traffic Routeing Agreement 
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- Travel Packs to inform new residents from first occupation what sustainable travel 
choices are available in the surrounding area (which can be provided through 
Leicestershire County Council at a cost of £52.85 per pack/dwelling if required) 

- Two six-month bus passes per dwelling to encourage new residents to use bus services 
as an alternative to the private car and to establish changes in travel behaviour from first 
occupation (which can be provided through Leicestershire County Council at a cost of 
£350 per pass if required) 

- Provision of information display cases at the two nearest bus stops to inform new 
residents of the nearest bus services in the area (£120 per display) 

- Provision of bus shelters at the two nearest bus stops to provide high quality and 
attractive public transport facilities to encourage modal shift (£4,908 per shelter) 

- Contribution towards equipping the nearest bus stop(s) with Real Time Information (RTI) 
system to assist in improving the nearest bus service with this facility, in order to provide 
a high quality and attractive public transport choice, and to encourage modal shift (at a 
total of £5,840) 

 
The applicants have confirmed their agreement to the contributions listed above which, in 
officers' view, meet the relevant NPPF and CIL Regulation tests. 
 
Pedestrian Access 
In terms of the accessibility of the site generally, this is considered in more detail under Principle 
of Development above. Whilst not part of the access proposals submitted at this outline stage, 
the illustrative masterplan indicates that non vehicular links to adjacent land would be 
anticipated at the reserved matters stage. Public right of way O89 (part of the Ivanhoe Way 
circular route) passes through the site, and connects beyond the site boundary to other rights of 
way (including rights of way O90, O91 and O92). In terms of right of way O89, Leicestershire 
County Council's Rights of Way Officer notes that the route of the right of way as shown on the 
illustrative masterplan does not appear to follow precisely the definitive map route. However, 
subject to the route being retained within landscaped areas, and including a minimum surfaced 
width of 2m plus 1m grass borders for the section of the footpath passing through the site, 
raises no objections. Appropriate new signage and gates are also requested. 
 
In principle, there appears to be no reason why the development could not accommodate the 
existing line of right of way O89. Should this not be the case, however, an application to stop up 
/ divert the right of way would be required, and would be likely to be dealt with by the District 
Council's Cultural Services Officer. As set out in DEFRA Circular 1/09 relating to rights of way, 
most outline planning applications do not contain sufficient information to enable the effect on 
any right of way to be assessed (and are not required to do so) and, as such, these issues are 
usually dealt with at the reserved matters stage. Nevertheless, and as set out above, there 
appears no reason in principle why a suitable solution could not be found at that time. Insofar as 
the amenity impacts of the proposed development (i.e. the impacts on the amenity value of the 
right of way as a leisure / recreational route given that it would no longer pass through a section 
of undeveloped countryside) are concerned, it is accepted that some adverse impacts on its 
value in this regard would result. However, having regard to the limited extent of the section 
subject to this change, and subject to the reserved matters scheme ensuring that the right of 
way is provided within a landscaped setting as far as practicable, it is not considered that these 
impacts would be unacceptably harmful, nor sufficient to render the development unsustainable 
in NPPF terms.   
 
It is also noted that, for the purposes of enhancing connectivity, the applicants are proposing to 
make a contribution of £110,275 so as to allow for the formation of a continuous metalled 
pedestrian link between the site and the town centre. Again, such proposals would have an 
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element of an urbanising effect (and, in particular, on those sections where right of way O89 
passes through undeveloped agricultural land). However, subject to the use of appropriate 
surfacing, it is not considered that such alterations would be unacceptable in visual impact or 
amenity terms. In terms of the sum offered, Leicestershire County Council's Rights of Way 
Officer considers that the financial contribution proposed is appropriate in this instance. 
 
Subject to the above, therefore (and including the applicants making appropriate contributions 
towards transportation infrastructure), the proposed development is considered acceptable in 
terms of Means of Access and Transportation issues.  
 
Landscape and Visual Impact 
The application is accompanied by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, as well as a 
Tree Survey and Arboricultural Impact Assessment.  
 
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment considers the site's context in relation to 
surrounding development / landscape, and considers the impact upon a total of 10 viewpoints, 
including views close to the application site, and further afield (including from Corkscrew Lane, 
the Ashby bypass, Western Old Parks Farm and Money Hill Farm).  
 
In terms of landscape effects, the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment considers that the 
sensitivity of the landscape is "medium". However, when considered in the context of the 
proposals which the Assessment finds to be of a low impact (in landscape terms, having regard 
to the urban fringe character of the landscape), the overall impact would, the Assessment 
concludes be "minor adverse" (albeit "moderate to major adverse at the site specific level). 
Insofar as visual effects are concerned, the impacts from three of the various viewpoints 
considered are categorised as "Moderate"; the others were found to have an impact less severe 
than that. 
 
The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment concludes that views towards the site are limited 
to short and middle distance views from the south-west, south, east and north-east, and that 
distant views are restricted by the intervening landform and vegetation; "high sensitivity" 
receptors include visitors to Ashby Castle, residential properties to the south and east of the site 
and users of the Ivanhoe Way (of which separate analysis is made within the Landscape and 
Visual Impact Assessment). The Assessment suggests that the development would be visible 
from a very localised area only and, where it would be seen, "moderate adverse" effects would 
be limited to receptors in close proximity only. It also considers that, in the longer term, effects 
would reduce as landscaping became established. 
 
In terms of retained / proposed planting, the site is within the National Forest, and the scheme's 
performance vis-à-vis the relevant National Forest standards is set out under the relevant 
section below. There are a number of trees / hedgerows on the site (primarily located to the site 
periphery) and, whilst a reserved matter, the illustrative masterplan would suggest that the 
majority of the vegetation would be capable of being retained in the event that the reserved 
matters proposals took the form indicated. The principal areas of the site where removal would 
be required (were the illustrative scheme implemented) are to the north western and eastern 
site boundaries (removal of brambles), and adjacent to Woodcock Way (removal of trees and 
hedgerow required to accommodate the site access). These latter works would involve the 
removal of an ash tree (retention category C) and part of a hawthorn / elder hedgerow (retention 
category C). Were the development implemented in the manner indicated, it is not considered 
that the impacts in terms of the loss of this vegetation would be unacceptable. 
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It is noted that the application site forms part of the wider Money Hill site the subject of 
application 13/00335/OUTM (albeit it is excluded from the more recent Money Hill Consortium 
application, 15/00512/OUTM), and which proposed strategic landscaping for the site as a whole, 
and including from the north (i.e. adjacent to the Ashby bypass). Development of this section of 
the site in isolation from the remainder of the wider site would not enable the delivery of this 
strategic landscaping, nor is any contribution towards it proposed. For their part, however, the 
applicants consider that the scheme as proposed only needs to address its own landscape and 
visual impacts (and it is accepted that there can be no guarantees at this time that the wider site 
would ever come forward). It is accepted that, notwithstanding the lack of a contribution towards 
addressing the wider landscape impacts of the Money Hill site as a whole, it is reasonable to 
assess the current application on its ability (or otherwise) to mitigate its own impact. It is also 
accepted that, were the remainder of the Money Hill site developed, the impacts from this 
particular section in the wider context would be relatively limited (given their resulting position 
within a built up area). Alternatively, if the wider Money Hill scheme were not to come forward, it 
is accepted that, subject to an appropriate scheme being proposed at the reserved matters 
stage(s), there is no reason why a suitable form of landscaping could not be provided at that 
time. On the basis of the submitted illustrative plan, it is considered that the case for the scheme 
as shown has not been demonstrated in that some relatively limited landscaping is shown to the 
northern and western boundaries which, if the remainder of Money Hill were to stay 
undeveloped, would form the edge of the town and, hence, would need to provide for an 
appropriate form of screening to address the transition between the urban and rural landscapes. 
Notwithstanding this concern, however, it is nevertheless accepted that, in principle, there is no 
reason why an appropriate landscaping solution could not be achieved. 
 
Overall, in respect of issues relating to Landscape and Visual Impact, the view is taken that the 
proposals are acceptable. 
 
Loss of Agricultural Land 
Whilst not currently in active agricultural use, the proposed development would result in an 
irreversible loss of this land to non-agricultural use. 
 
Paragraph 112 of the NPPF suggests that, where significant development of agricultural land is 
demonstrated to be necessary, poorer quality land should be used in preference to that of a 
higher quality. Having regard to the five year housing land supply issue as set out above, it 
would seem inevitable that land outside Limits to Development (much of which will be 
agricultural in terms of use) will need to be released. Best and Most Versatile (BMV) agricultural 
land is defined as that falling within in Grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land Classification. 
Whilst the applicants have not provided a detailed assessment of the agricultural quality of the 
site in support of this application, the resubmitted application (15/00354/OUTM) is accompanied 
by such an assessment, indicating the following distribution of land quality: 
Grade 3a:  1.25ha (32% of the site) 
Grade 3b:  2.5ha (65%) 
Non-agricultural: 0.1ha (3%) 
 
On this basis, approximately 32% of the application site would be BMV and, therefore, contrary 
to the thrust of the NPPF in this regard. In terms of assessing the significance of this loss, it is 
noted that, at 1.25 hectares, the area of BMV land falls some way below the 20 hectare 
threshold at which it is generally accepted that a "moderate" impact from the loss of BMV would 
result. Whilst the NPPF does not suggest that release of smaller BMV sites is acceptable, it 
nevertheless appears reasonable to have regard to the extent of the loss in the decision making 
process.  
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Whilst it is not considered that the proposed development sits particularly comfortably with the 
requirements of the NPPF and, in particular, the aims of Paragraph 112, this would need to be 
weighed against other material considerations and, whilst there would be adverse impacts in 
this regard, these concerns would not be so significant as to outweigh the considerations in 
favour of the scheme. When considered in the context of the five year housing land supply 
issue, and the benefits of releasing the site to assist in maintaining such supply, it is considered 
that the agricultural land quality issue is not sufficient to render the development unsustainable 
overall, nor that planning permission should be refused on this issue.  
 
 
Drainage, Ecology and the River Mease SAC 
The submitted documents include assessments of the flood risk, drainage and ecological 
implications of the proposed development and, having regard to the site's location within the 
catchment of the River Mease Special Area of Conservation (SAC), the impacts on water quality 
of the Mease. These issues are considered in more detail below. 
 
Flood Risk and Drainage 
A Flood Risk Assessment has been submitted in support of the application. The Environment 
Agency flood zone maps indicate that the site lies within fluvial Flood Zone 1; on this basis it is 
considered that the sequential test would be satisfied.  
 
In terms of other sources of flood risk, the Flood Risk Assessment considers the potential 
flooding impacts from surface water, sewer, groundwater and reservoirs. Of these, it is noted 
that the site includes areas at risk of pluvial flooding and, including small sections of the site 
within the 1 in 30 year event. Mitigation measures are therefore recommended to address this 
issue. 
 
The Flood Risk Assessment includes a drainage strategy which proposes surface water 
mitigation measures designed to mimic flows from the undeveloped site including attenuation to 
restrict run-off to the ditch course along the eastern boundary to greenfield rates for storms up 
to the 1 in 100 year (+30% allowance for climate change) return period event. It also proposes 
that discharges from the attenuation basin to the existing watercourse would be restricted to 
6.3l/s during storms up to the 1 in 100 year (+30% allowance for climate change) return period 
event by a flow control system, equating to approximately 70% betterment over the existing site. 
In addition, the strategy proposes other mitigation measures, and including providing finished 
floor levels at a level of at least 150mm above adjacent ground levels. Insofar as foul drainage 
is concerned, this is proposed to be discharged to the existing public foul sewer on Woodcock 
Way. No objections are raised in terms of flood risk or drainage issues by the Environment 
Agency or Severn Trent Water. Whilst the Agency notes that some of the site appears to drain 
to an alternative watercourse from that proposed, there appears no reason why retention of 
natural drainage paths could not be secured subject to appropriate measures being secured by 
way of condition. 
 
Overall, in terms of issues of Flood Risk and Drainage, therefore, it is considered that the 
scheme is acceptable, and would provide for appropriate drainage solutions to accommodate 
the proposed development. 
 
Ecological Issues 
The application is supported by an Ecological Assessment of the site. This provides that the 
closest statutorily designated sites of nature conservation of importance to the application site 
are the Lount Meadows Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and River Mease Special Area 
of Conservation (SAC) and SSSI. In terms of non-statutory designation, the Assessment 
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identifies 14 non-statutory sites within 1km of the application site, including three District level 
sites, five Parish level sites, and six candidate / potential Local Wildlife Sites. Insofar as 
anticipated impacts on these sites are concerned, the Appraisal concludes as follows: 
Lount Meadows: Given the distance from the site, significant adverse impacts are unlikely 
River Mease: Subject to the mitigation proposed to be secured via the Developer Contribution 
Scheme as set out below, significant adverse impacts would not result 
Other Sites: The closest site is the Green Lane Parish level site; whilst there would be an 
increase in the number of people using the footpath along the Green Lane, this increase is 
unlikely to have significant effects. 
 
Insofar as protected or notable species are concerned, the Assessment considers the impacts 
on badgers, bats, reptiles, great crested newts, and birds. In terms of these, no evidence in 
respect of use of the site by badgers, great crested newts or reptiles was found. The 
Assessment suggests that the impacts on bat commuting and foraging habitat would not be 
unacceptable, and could be limited by appropriate retention of suitable trees, and appropriate 
use of lighting. Similarly, the impacts on birds could, the Assessment indicates, be mitigated by 
way of retention of suitable trees and undertaking of clearance works outside of the breeding 
season. 
 
Subject to conditions, no objections are raised by Leicestershire County Council's Ecologist, 
and the proposals are therefore considered to be acceptable in terms of their ecological 
impacts, subject to the imposition of suitably-worded conditions. 
 
River Mease Special Area of Conservation (SAC) 
The site lies within the catchment area of the River Mease Special Area of Conservation (SAC).  
Discharge from the sewage treatment works within the SAC catchment area is a major 
contributor to the phosphate levels in the river. Therefore an assessment of whether the 
proposal would have a significant effect on the SAC is required. 
 
The River Mease Developer Contribution Scheme (DCS) has been produced to meet one of the 
actions of the River Mease Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP).  The DCS advises that 
all new development which contributes additional wastewater to the foul water catchment areas 
of the treatment works within the SAC catchment area will be subject to a developer 
contribution.  The DCS is considered to meet the three tests of the 2010 CIL Regulations and 
paragraph 204 of the NPPF. 
 
The application is supported by a River Mease SAC Impact Assessment which considers the 
implications of the proposed development on the River Mease and proposed mitigation. This 
includes the making of a DCS contribution in accordance with the formulae set out within the 
DCS, and with the final amount payable being contingent upon the precise nature of the 
development proposed at the reserved matters stage(s) in terms of number of dwellings, 
bedrooms and Code for Sustainable Homes level (or equivalent). As such, and subject to the 
implementation of appropriate obligations, the proposals would comply with the relevant 
planning policies and the Habitats Regulations. Natural England advises that the proposed 
development would be unlikely to have a significant effect on the interest features for which the 
SAC has been classified, and that an Appropriate Assessment would not be required. 
 
The flows from the new dwellings will need to be taken into account against the existing 
headroom at Packington Treatment Works, which serves the site. As of March 2015 capacity 
was available for 2,663 dwellings when taking into account the number of dwellings that had 
consent and / or were under construction; whilst approval of further dwellings since March 2015 
would reduce the capacity, sufficient capacity nevertheless remains for the proposed 
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development.  
 
On this basis, it is accepted that the proposed development, either alone or in combination with 
other plans or projects, would have no likely significant effect on the internationally important 
interest features of the River Mease SAC or any features of special scientific interest of the 
River Mease SSSI (nor would there be any other impacts on other aspects of the SAC / SSSI), 
and the development is acceptable on this basis, subject to the implementation of the mitigation 
identified, secured by way of conditions and Section 106 obligations as appropriate. 
 
 
Design 
The application is supported by a Design and Access Statement (and including a Building for 
Life assessment) setting out the applicants' proposals, and explaining the approach taken in 
terms of design. Having reviewed the illustrative proposals and the Design and Access 
Statement, however, the District Council's Urban Designer had raised concerns regarding the 
illustrative scheme, and considered that the concept lacked strength and suggested, for 
instance, a street hierarchy that offered no meaningful distinction or no defining or focal point 
spaces. On the basis of the originally submitted proposals, he was of the view that there was 
limited distinctiveness between the different street typologies and, having regard in particular to 
the potential development of the wider Money Hill site, suggested that use of nodal spaces 
would help aid navigation. The District Council's Urban Designer had also questioned the 
orientation of the principal street which, on the basis of the illustrative layout, would run north 
west from Woodcock Way, then north east, and then north / north west, whereas the Urban 
Designer considered that it would more appropriately continue direct to the north western 
boundary. The scheme also, he considered, appeared to lack an overall direction / rationale, 
and seemed more akin to an extension of the existing Woodcock Way development rather than 
creating a more "memorable" development which would be landscape or architecture led. He 
had therefore expressed concern that the proposals were somewhat "lacklustre" and did not 
embrace the urban design principles and those behind Manual for Streets. 
 
Further to these concerns, and as reported on the Update Sheet to the Planning Committee on 
3 February 2015, an updated Design and Access Statement plus additional addendum was 
subsequently submitted which, in the District Council's Urban Designer's view, demonstrated 
that a good standard of design could be achieved at the reserved matters stage, and could 
provide for a development consistent with national, saved local and emerging local policies 
relating to good design.  
 
Residential Amenity 
In terms of amenity issues, the impacts of the proposed development need to be considered 
both in terms of the impacts on the future living conditions of residents of the proposed 
development, having regard to the site's location, as well as on existing residents arising from 
the proposed development. These are considered in turn below. 
 
In terms of future residents' amenities, it is noted that the site is not located in close proximity to 
any existing incompatible land uses and, in principle, there appears no reason why the 
development would not be appropriate in this regard. Whilst the Environmental Statement 
submitted in respect of the wider Money Hill proposals noted the potential for impacts from the 
nearby United Biscuits warehouse (principally due to HGV manoeuvring to the rear of that unit) 
and made mitigation recommendations (extension of the existing acoustic screen), that proposal 
involved erection of dwellings significantly closer to the warehouse than would be the case in 
respect of this particular site, and such mitigation would not appear necessary for this 
development. No objections are raised by the District Council's Environmental Protection team. 
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In addition to the noise climate issues identified above, however, are the issues of potential 
disturbance from vehicular movements to and from (and, potentially, within) the site. In this 
regard it is noted that, on the basis of the illustrative masterplan, there would appear to be 
limited areas where internal access roads would be likely to be proposed to the rear of existing 
dwellings. Nevertheless, regard would need to be had to that issue when devising any reserved 
matters proposals. Insofar as this outline stage is concerned, however, of particular relevance 
are the additional comings and goings likely to be generated along the proposed access which 
would be likely to lead to some increased levels of disturbance to adjacent properties fronting 
onto Woodcock Way. Whilst there would be an increased use of the Woodcock Way / 
Nottingham Road junction, it is not considered that material impacts on amenity of other 
properties in the vicinity of this junction would arise in this respect (nor along Nottingham Road / 
Wood Street generally in terms of traffic-related impacts). Insofar as the impacts on existing 
residents of Woodcock Way are concerned, whilst there would be increased use of this route by 
vehicles leading to a material change to the existing situation, use of estate roads of this nature 
to access developments of this scale is not an unusual scenario and, whilst a change would 
inevitably result, it is not considered that the impacts of the resulting conditions would be so 
adverse as to warrant a refusal of the application. 
 
In terms of the impacts on neighbouring occupiers arising from the proposed buildings 
themselves, whilst an illustrative masterplan has been submitted, all matters are reserved for 
subsequent approval. The illustrative masterplan indicates that built development would be 
located adjacent to a number of residential properties to areas to the south of the application 
site, including properties on Woodcock Way and Lockton Close. Clearly, careful consideration 
would need to be given to any detailed proposals for these and other areas of the site submitted 
at the reserved matters stage(s) so as to ensure that an appropriate relationship between 
existing and proposed dwellings were provided. However, there is no reason to suggest that the 
eventual form of development proposed at the reserved matters stage(s) would necessarily 
result in undue loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers, and the scheme is, at this outline stage, 
acceptable in this regard.  
 
Heritage Issues 
The application is supported by an archaeological desk based assessment; this assessment 
also includes consideration of designated heritage assets in the vicinity.  
 
Insofar as designated assets are concerned, Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires that, in considering whether to grant planning 
permission for development which affects a listed building or its setting, special regard should 
be had to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting. Section 72 provides that, in the 
exercise of any powers under the planning acts with respect to any buildings or land within a 
Conservation Area, special attention be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the 
character or appearance of that area. The submitted assessment concludes that none of these 
(comprising listed buildings, the Ashby de la Zouch Conservation Area and the nearby 
scheduled monument (i.e. Ashby Castle)) would be impacted upon, having regard to their 
screening from the site by intervening development; this general conclusion is accepted.  
 
In terms of non-designated assets, the assessment has regard to the findings of the earlier 
appraisal work undertaken in respect of the wider Money Hill site application. Paragraph 135 of 
the NPPF provides that the effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated 
heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the application and that, in weighing 
applications that affect directly or indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced 
judgment will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of 
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the heritage asset. In terms of archaeological finds within the vicinity of the site, these include 
finds from the prehistoric and Saxon / medieval eras, although of particular significance in this 
case is the previously-identified ridge and furrow. Insofar as this feature is concerned, the 
assessment suggests that it is not exceptionally well preserved, nor complete, and is part of a 
"once extensive and now heavily eroded set of landscape features that has some visual appeal 
but which, unlike most significant earthworks, contains within its own matrix little or nothing of 
archaeological interest". As such, the assessment concludes that it is not of more than local 
significance. At the time the wider Money Hill scheme was considered, English Heritage took 
the view that the significance of the ridge and furrow (which extends to a wider area than just 
this part of the application site) was a material consideration which the Local Planning Authority 
needed to weigh against the benefits of development and alternatives, and when considering 
the layout of the development in relation to the town (and also the contribution made by the 
ridge and furrow to the setting to the Conservation Area). It is considered that the ridge and 
furrow within the area the subject of the current application is not as important visually as 
elsewhere in the wider site. Given this, together with the scale of the current development 
compared to the wider scheme, and to the increased separation of this area from the 
Conservation Area as compared to the areas of ridge and furrow within the wider Money Hill 
site, it is again accepted that this does not represent an overriding issue in the overall planning 
balance. Furthermore, the development of this site would not preclude preservation of ridge and 
furrow features elsewhere within the site as previously intended as part of the open space 
forming the wider Money Hill development. On this basis, the proposals are considered to meet 
the tests in Paragraph 135 of the NPPF.  
 
It is therefore considered that the proposed development would be acceptable in terms of 
heritage issues; no representations have been received from the County Archaeologist. 
 
Geo-Environmental Conditions 
A Phase 1 environmental risk assessment has been submitted with the application which 
provides an assessment of the site's ground conditions, and indicates that, whilst a small 
number of potential risks to receptors have been identified, there are no overriding impediments 
to the site's development in terms of contamination or general ground conditions, subject to 
further investigation / mitigation as appropriate; no objections are raised by the District Council's 
Environmental Protection team in respect of contamination issues. The proposals would also 
not have any implications in terms of mineral sterilisation. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Developer Contributions 
Paragraphs 203 and 204 of the NPPF set out the Government's policy in respect of planning 
obligations and, in particular, provide that planning obligations should be: 
- necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning terms; 
- directly related to the proposed development; and 
- fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development. 
 
Equivalent legislative tests are contained within the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Regulations 2010. 
 
The relevant developer contributions (save for those already referred to in respect of access / 
transportation) are listed below.  
 
Affordable Housing 
The applicants propose to make an affordable housing contribution of 30% (i.e. 21 dwellings 
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assuming a 70 unit development) as per the Local Planning Authority's current requirements for 
the Ashby de la Zouch area for a scheme of this scale.  
 
The precise nature of the contribution in terms of house type / size tenure etc would need to be 
resolved pursuant to the Section 106 agreement but, on the basis that it is proposed to make a 
policy-compliant contribution, the proposed development is considered acceptable in this 
regard. 
 
Children's Play and Public Open Space 
The illustrative masterplan shows a proportion of the site given over to landscaping, retained 
and proposed tree / hedgerow planting and other open space, with the open space including an 
on-site equipped children's play area. In terms of the extent of the equipped parts of the play 
area, on the basis of the illustrative details, this would be in the order of 400 square metres. 
Under the Local Planning Authority's Play Area Design Guidance SPG, children's play areas 
should be provided at a rate of 20 square metres per dwelling. Therefore, for a development of 
70 dwellings, an area for children's play of 1,400 square metres would normally be required. 
Whilst this would represent a shortfall in this regard, the extent of the "play area" in its general 
terms (which is the figure to which the SPG relates) is normally calculated in its wider sense 
and, when taking into account the other landscaped open space in the immediate vicinity of the 
equipped play area (and as discussed under Landscape and Visual Impact above), the 
minimum requirements of the SPG would be comfortably met.  
 
In terms of the range of equipment necessary, for developments of this number of dwellings, 
Local Plan Policy L22 and the District Council's SPG require that the needs of children up to the 
age of 14 should be provided for, including a minimum of 8 types of activity; there would appear 
to be no reason in principle why the proposed development could not comply with this 
requirement. 
 
Insofar as youth / adult recreation is concerned, it is noted that, in isolation, the proposed 
development would fall below the relevant Local Plan and SPG threshold (identified in the SPG 
as 100 dwellings) for making an appropriate contribution. Nevertheless, the view is taken that 
the application site, when considered cumulatively with other areas of the wider Money Hill site, 
would generate a requirement for formal recreational open space. In view of the limited scale of 
the site, there would be no realistic likelihood of providing an appropriate facility on site, but the 
applicants have offered an off-site contribution of £91,000 (i.e. equivalent to a contribution of 
£1,300 per unit); this would then allow the scheme to make a proportionate contribution towards 
the mitigation necessary to accommodate the wider Money Hill scheme, whether within the 
wider site, or elsewhere in the vicinity. 
 
National Forest planting 
The applicants' proposals show the provision of on-site National Forest planting as part of their 
wider landscaping and public open space proposals and confirm that the proposals will meet the 
National Forest woodland planting and open space standards of 20% of the site area. The 
proposals are therefore considered appropriate in this regard, particularly when considered in 
the context of the conclusions reached under Children's Play and Public Open Space above. 
 
Education  
In respect of the proposed education contributions, Leicestershire County Council comments as 
follows: 
 
Primary School Requirements: 
The site falls within the catchment area of Ashby de la Zouch Church of England Primary 
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School. The school has a net capacity of 315 and 474 pupils are projected on the roll should this 
development proceed; a deficit of 159 places. There are currently 109 pupil places at this school 
being funded from Section 106 agreements for other developments in the area which reduces 
the deficit at this school to 50 (of which 33 are existing and 17 would be created by this 
development).   
 
The County Council also refers to three other primary schools within a two mile walking distance 
of the development, namely Ashby Willesley Primary School, Ashby Hill Top Primary School 
and Woodcote Primary School. Taking these schools and other Section 106 contributions into 
account, the overall deficit including all schools within a two mile walking distance of the 
development is 39 pupil places and the 17 deficit places created by this development can 
therefore not be accommodated at nearby schools and a claim for an education contribution in 
respect of 17 school places in the primary sector (equating to £203,263.37) is made. Whilst it is 
noted that some pupil number figures provided by the Local Education Authority differ slightly 
from those provided in respect of application 15/00354/OUTM, such changes are expected due 
to ongoing changes in school roll numbers and, in this case (and in respect of the other school 
sectors below), do not result in an overall change in the contribution required to mitigate the 
proposed development. 
 
Insofar as the relationship to the wider Money Hill scheme is concerned, it is noted that, at the 
time that application 13/00335/OUTM was under consideration, an on-site primary school was 
proposed, and the Local Education Authority was requesting the provision of this school or, if 
the proposed school on the Holywell Spring Farm site were progressed first, a contribution 
towards extension of that facility (and vice versa if the Money Hill scheme progressed first). At 
the present time, the County Council advises that it is currently liaising with developers in 
respect of the Holywell Spring Farm site with regard to the delivery of the new school on that 
site, which would secure a school with 4 classrooms which would be sufficient to accommodate 
the 96 pupils that site would yield with scope for expansion.  
 
In terms of the current application, the County Council advises that the site falls within the 
catchment for Ashby de la Zouch Church of England Primary School which is not able to be 
extended given its constrained site and location. As such, the County Council advises that it 
may wish to use the contribution from the current application to extend the new Holywell Spring 
Farm site school, and may also require a contribution from the applicants to purchase the 
required land (such land costs not being included in the figure above); this would therefore need 
to be resolved with Leicestershire County Council through the Section 106 drafting process.   
 
On this basis, therefore, the making of a financial contribution by the applicants in this case 
would not appear to prejudice the wider Money Hill scheme per se, although the County Council 
advises that, for the wider Money Hill site, a new school may nevertheless still be required, 
notwithstanding the current progress towards providing a school on the Holywell Spring Farm 
site.  
 
High School Requirements: 
The site falls within the catchment area of Ivanhoe College. The College has a net capacity of 
949 and 1,070 pupils are projected on roll should this development proceed; a deficit of 121 
places. Taking this school and other Section 106 contributions into account, the overall deficit is 
78 (of which 71 are existing and 7 would be created by this development). There are no other 
high schools within a three mile walking distance of the site and, in order to provide the 
additional high school places anticipated by the proposed development, the County Council 
requests a contribution for the high school sector of £125,133.19. The County Council advises 
that this contribution would be used to accommodate the capacity issues created by the 
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proposed development by improving, remodelling or enhancing existing facilities at Ashby 
Ivanhoe College. 
 
Upper School Requirements: 
The site falls within the catchment area of Ashby School. The school has a net capacity of 1,841 
and 2,044 pupils are projected on roll should this development proceed; a deficit of 203 places. 
Taking into account a total of 71 pupil places being funded at the school from Section 106 
agreements for other developments in this area, this reduces the total deficit to 132 (of which 
125 are existing and 7 would be created by this development). There are no other upper 
schools within a three mile walking distance of the site, and the County Council requests a 
contribution for the upper school sector of £128,486.12. 
 
The applicants are agreeable to making the contributions requested (save for the as yet 
unknown additional land costs in respect of the primary education contribution referred to by the 
Local Education Authority). 
 
Library Services 
Leicestershire County Council advises that an additional 100 plus users of Ashby Library are 
anticipated to be generated by the proposed development, requiring an additional 243 items of 
lending stock (plus reference, audio visual and homework support material), and a contribution 
of £3,800 is therefore sought by the County Council. [It is however noted that the equivalent 
request in respect of the revised application for this site (ref. 15/00354/OUTM), and confirmation 
would need to be sought from Leicestershire County Council as part of the Section 106 drafting 
process in the event that the application was resolved to be permitted subject to Section 106 
obligations]. The applicants have confirmed they are agreeable to making the contribution 
sought. 
 
River Mease Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Contributions  
As set out above, the applicants propose to make contributions as per the schedule set out in 
the District Council's Developer Contribution Scheme (DCS). As set out, the precise amount 
payable would need to be based upon the precise nature of the development proposed at the 
reserved matters stage(s). 
 
Healthcare 
NHS England requests a developer contribution of £23,331.83 in respect of healthcare as set 
out in the consultation response above. This request has been supported by detailed 
information setting out the projected impacts on capacity arising from the proposed 
development (with the principal impacts being on the Ashby Health Centre practice) together 
with commensurate costs of mitigation. It is considered that this request would meet the relevant 
CIL and NPPF tests, and the applicants have confirmed they are agreeable to making the 
contribution sought. 
 
Contributions sought by Leicestershire Police 
Leicestershire Police requests a developer contribution of £27,278 in respect of policing as set 
out in the consultation response above. The contribution sought comprises: 
 
Start up equipment / training  £2,939 
Vehicles    £1,779 
Additional radio call capacity  £178  
Police National Database  £91 
Additional call handling  £163 
ANPR     £2,055 
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Mobile CCTV    £375 
Additional premises   £19,558 
Hub equipment   £140 
 
It is considered that, in principle, contributions towards policing may be capable of being justified 
in terms of satisfying the relevant NPPF and CIL Regulations tests. In terms of the increased 
level of police activity associated with the proposed development, Leicestershire Police advises 
that the scheme would result in 126 additional calls, 16 emergency events, 10 non-emergency 
events and 8 additional recorded crimes per year. Whilst officers have no alternative data in 
respect of these levels of activity, officers are concerned that the level of additional calls on 
Police time assumed to be associated with this development of up to 70 dwellings could be 
somewhat excessive and, as such, the scale and kind of contributions sought may not be fairly 
and reasonably related to this development. Insofar as the various individual elements of the 
requested policing contribution are concerned, however (and putting the issue raised above to 
one side), it is considered as follows: 
 
Start up equipment / training: 
It is accepted that, in principle, such a contribution could be reasonable.  
 
Vehicles: 
It is accepted that, in principle, such a contribution could be reasonable.  
 
Additional radio call capacity: 
The process of improving radio cover / capacity is, it seems, an ongoing process and would 
appear to occur regardless of the development going ahead. 
 
Police National Database: 
The process of improving capacity of the Police National Database is, it seems, an ongoing 
process and would appear to occur regardless of the development going ahead. 
 
Additional call handling: 
It is accepted that, in principle, such a contribution could be reasonable.  
 
ANPR: 
It is not accepted that the proposed development would justify the installation of ANPR CCTV 
systems (and that, in the development's absence, ANPR would not be required). If there is a 
need to provide ANPR coverage of this area because of existing crime figures, the cameras 
should, it is considered, be provided regardless. It is not considered clear why the addition of 
these dwellings to the town would suggest that such a system would be required when, in the 
absence of the development, it was not. 
 
Mobile CCTV: 
It is not accepted that the proposed development would justify the installation of mobile CCTV 
systems (and that, in the development's absence, mobile CCTV would not be required). If there 
is a need to provide mobile CCTV coverage of this area because of existing crime figures, the 
cameras should, it is considered, be provided regardless. It is not considered clear why the 
addition of these dwellings to the town would suggest that such a system would be required 
when, in the absence of the development, it was not. 
 
Additional premises: 
The contribution request from Leicestershire Police provides that, within North West 
Leicestershire, policing is delivered from Coalville LPU premises, and that occupation of 
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premises is maintained at capacity. Contributions are sought for Coalville LPU, plus the Basic 
Command Unit (BCU) at Loughborough and the Force HQ at Enderby. Insofar as Coalville LPU 
is concerned, Leicestershire Police advises that occupation is maximised but constrained by its 
age and condition. Replacement to existing needs is, Leicestershire Police advises, being 
planned although it is suggested that the proposed development would create a need for 
additional floorspace. The District Council is also advised that a replacement facility at 
Loughborough has recently been completed and that this would need to be extended to 
accommodate staff to cover the proposed development; extension of the Force HQ would also, 
Leicestershire Police suggests, be required to serve the proposed development, and the 
request also suggests that the remainder of the premises contribution be directed towards other, 
unspecified, force-wide premises serving North West Leicestershire. Whilst Leicestershire 
Police maintains that additional floorspace is required at all of these locations to serve the 
proposed residential development, it would appear unlikely that a development of this scale 
would result in such a level of increased employment so as to necessitate extensions to 
accommodation at all three sites, notwithstanding that Leicestershire Police confirms that all 
facilities are maintained at capacity. It is not considered that the force has demonstrated that 
there is definitely no capacity to accommodate additional staff, nor that its various sites would 
actually be extended to meet any additional accommodation requirement directly attributable to 
the development in hand. 
 
Hub equipment:  
No information has been submitted which indicates that the existing hub (located in Ashby de la 
Zouch) and equipment would, as a result of the development, be over-capacity. 
 
On this basis, therefore, officers are of the view that, subject to the Police being able to 
demonstrate in a robust manner that the assumed levels of increased policing activity are 
appropriate given the scale of the proposed development, contributions in respect of the start up 
equipment / training, vehicles and call handling have the potential to satisfy the relevant NPPF 
and CIL tests. It would also be necessary for Leicestershire Police to demonstrate through the 
section 106 agreement process that no issues in respect of pooling would arise (insofar as the 
limitations on pooled contributions as set out within the CIL Regulations are concerned). 
 
Insofar as the various developer contributions are concerned, the view is taken that, save where 
indicated otherwise above, the proposed obligations would comply with the relevant policy and 
legislative tests as set out in the NPPF and the CIL Regulations. 
 
Conclusions 
As set out in the main report above, whilst the site is outside Limits to Development as defined 
in the adopted North West Leicestershire Local Plan, and constitutes greenfield land, its release 
for housing is considered suitable in principle, particularly having regard to the need to release 
sites in order to meet the District Council's obligations in respect of maintaining a five year 
housing land supply (and the approach taken in respect of such within the NPPF). Whilst the 
site is located outside of Limits to Development as defined in the adopted Local Plan, having 
regard to its location adjacent to the existing settlement and its associated services, the 
proposed development would, overall, be considered to constitute sustainable development as 
defined in the NPPF and, as such, benefit from a presumption in favour of such development as 
set out in that document. The scheme is considered to be acceptable in terms of technical 
issues (and including in respect of transportation and highway safety issues), such that there 
appear to be no other reasons to prevent the site's development for housing. It is therefore 
recommended that the District Council confirm to the Planning Inspectorate that, had the Local 
Planning Authority had the opportunity to determine the application, outline planning permission 
would have been granted, subject to Section 106 obligations, and subject to conditions. 
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RECOMMENDATION- Had the Local Planning Authority had the opportunity to determine 
the application, it would have been PERMITTED, subject to Section 106 Obligations, and 
subject to the following conditions:  
 
1 Save for the details of vehicular access into the site from Woodcock Way, details of the 

access, appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale, (hereinafter called "the reserved 
matters") shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority 
before any development is commenced. 

 
Reason - This permission is in outline only. 
 
2 Plans and particulars of the reserved matters referred to in Condition 1 above, relating to 

the access (save for the details of vehicular access into the site from Woodcock Way), 
appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale shall be submitted in writing to the Local 
Planning Authority and shall be carried out as approved. 

 
Reason - To comply with the requirements of Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 

1990 (as amended). 
 
 
3 Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the Local Planning 

Authority before the expiration of three years from the date of this permission and the 
development hereby permitted shall begin before the expiration of two years from the 
date of approval of the last of the reserved matters to be approved. 

 
Reason - To comply with the requirements of Section 92 of the Town and Country Planning Act 

1990 (as amended). 
 
4 The proposed development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the following 

plans, unless otherwise required by a condition of this permission: 
- Site location plan (EMS.2533_002) deposited with the Local Planning Authority on 28 

August 2014 
- Woodcock Way site access (20954_08_020_02 Rev B) deposited with the Local 

Planning Authority on 29 April 2015 
 
Reason - To determine the scope of this permission, and for the avoidance of doubt. 
 
5 Notwithstanding Conditions 1, 2 and 3 above, the first reserved matters application shall 

include a masterplan for the whole of the site setting out indicative details of access 
(both to and within the site, and including for buses, pedestrians and cyclists), site 
layout, areas of open space / children's play, landscaping, density parameters and scale, 
as well as details of any proposed phasing of development. All subsequent reserved 
matters applications shall be in accordance with the approved masterplan unless any 
alteration to the masterplan is first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. All 
development of the site shall thereafter be undertaken in accordance with the agreed 
phasing and timetable details (or any alternatives subsequently agreed in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority). 

  
Reason - To ensure that the development of the site takes place in a consistent and 

comprehensive manner. 
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6 A total of no more than 70 dwellings shall be erected. 
 
Reason - To define the scope of this permission. 
 
7 The development permitted by this planning permission shall not be carried out other 

than in strict accordance with the Flood Risk Assessment dated August 2014, ref. 
20954/08-14/3616 undertaken by MEC Ltd and the following mitigation measures 
detailed within the FRA: 

- At the detailed design stage suitable hydraulic calculations are undertaken to confirm 
actual flood plain outlines at the site, including but not exclusive of channel capacity, 20 
year, 100 year, 100 year plus 20% (for climate change) and 1000 year (5%, 1%, 1% plus 
20% increase in flow, and 0.1%) flood event levels - Sections 4.7 to 4.13, 7.12; 

- No new buildings (including sheds, cycle storage or garages), structures (including 
gates, walls and fences) or raised ground levels within 5 metres of the top of any bank of 
any river/watercourse, inside or along the boundary of the site, unless otherwise agreed 
in writing - Sections 7.11 and 7.13; and 

- Finished floor levels set a minimum of 600mm above the 100 year plus 20% (for climate 
change) (1% plus 20% increase in flow) flood event levels to be established by Point 1 
above - Section 7.12 

 
Unless any alternative programme is first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, 

none of the dwellings hereby permitted shall be occupied until such time as the 
mitigation measures have been fully implemented. 

 
Reason - To prevent flooding elsewhere by ensuring no loss of flood plain storage, to ensure  

permanent retention of a continuous unobstructed area for the preservation of the water 
course corridor, wildlife habitat, flood flow conveyance and future watercourse 
maintenance or improvement, and to reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed 
development and future occupants. 

 
8 The first reserved matters application shall include details of the 100 year (1%) flood 

plain extent of the Money Hill and Falstaff Brooks. There shall be no raising of ground 
levels, or storage of materials (including soil) within the 100 year (1%) flood plain extent 
of the Money Hill and Falstaff Brooks, unless undertaken in accordance with a 
compensation scheme first submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 

 
Reason - To prevent flooding elsewhere by ensuring no loss of flood plain storage, to ensure  

permanent retention of a continuous unobstructed area for the preservation of the water 
course corridor, wildlife habitat, flood flow conveyance and future watercourse 
maintenance or improvement, and to reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed 
development and future occupants. 

 
9 No development shall commence on the site until such time as a surface and foul water 

drainage scheme for the site (or, in the case of phased development, for the relevant 
phase of the site), based on sustainable drainage principles and an assessment of the 
hydrological and hydrogeological context of the development, together with a timetable 
for its implementation, has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority. The scheme shall subsequently be implemented in accordance with 
the approved details and timetable. The scheme shall demonstrate that the surface 
water run-off generated up to and including the 100 year plus 30% (for climate change) 
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critical rain storm will not exceed the run-off from the undeveloped site following the 
corresponding rainfall event, and shall include: 

- Surface water drainage system(s) to be designed in accordance with either the National 
SUDs Standards, or CIRIA C697 and C687, whichever are in force when the detailed 
design of the surface water drainage system is undertaken; 

- Limiting the surface water run-off generated by the all rainfall events up to the 100 year 
plus 30% (for climate change) critical rain storm, so that it will not exceed the run-off 
from the undeveloped site and not increase the risk of flooding off-site; 

- Provision of surface water attenuation storage on the site to accommodate the difference 
between the allowable discharge rate and all rainfall events up to the 100 year plus 30% 
(for climate change) critical rain storm; 

- Detailed design (plans, cross, long sections and calculations) in support of any surface 
water drainage scheme, including details on any attenuation system, and the outfall 
arrangements; and 

- Details of how the on site surface water drainage systems shall be maintained and 
managed after completion and for the lifetime of the development, to ensure long term 
operation to design parameters. 

 
Reason - To ensure that the site is appropriately drained, to prevent flooding by ensuring the 

satisfactory storage / disposal of surface water from the site, to reduce the risk of 
flooding, both on and off site, to minimise the risk of pollution, to ensure that the 
development will not impact upon the features of special interest for which the River 
Mease SAC / SSSI is notified, and in the interests of nature conservation. 

 
10 No development shall commence on the site until such time as a scheme of measures to 

prevent pollution of nearby watercourses (and including during construction works), 
together with a timetable for its implementation, has been submitted to and agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority. No works shall take place, nor shall any dwelling 
be occupied at any time, unless all of the measures as required at the appropriate time 
under the agreed timetable are provided in full. 

 
Reason - To prevent pollution of the water environment, and to ensure that the development will 

not impact upon the features of special interest for which the River Mease SAC / SSSI is 
notified. 

 
11 No development shall commence on the site until such time as a further Risk Based 

Land Contamination Assessment report as recommended within the M-EC Phase 1 
Environmental Risk Assessment (20954/08-14/3584, dated August 2014) has been 
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The assessment 
shall be carried out in accordance with: 

- BS10175:2011+A1:2013 Investigation of Potentially Contaminated Sites Code of 
Practice; 

- BS 8576:2013 Guidance on Investigations for Ground Gas - Permanent Gases and 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs); 

- BS8485:2007 Code of Practice for the Characterisation and Remediation from Ground 
Gas in Affected Developments; and  

- CLR 11 Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination (Environment 
Agency 2004) 
Should any unacceptable risks be identified in the Risk Based Land Contamination 
Assessment, a Remedial Scheme and a Verification Plan shall be prepared and 
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Remedial 
Scheme shall be prepared in accordance with the requirements of CLR 11 Model 
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Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination (Environment Agency 2004); 
the Verification Plan shall be prepared in accordance with the requirements of:  

- Evidence Report on the Verification of Remediation of Land Contamination Report: 
SC030114/R1 (Environment Agency 2010); and 

- CLR 11 Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination (Environment 
Agency 2004) 

  
If, during the course of development, previously unidentified contamination is 
discovered, development shall cease on that part of the site and it shall be reported in 
writing to the Local Planning Authority within 10 working days.  No work shall 
recommence on that part of the site until such time as a Risk Based Land Contamination 
Assessment for the discovered contamination (to include any required amendments to 
the Remedial Scheme and Verification Plan) has been submitted to and agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority.  Thereafter, the development shall be 
implemented in accordance with the approved details and retained as such in perpetuity, 
unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 
Reason - To ensure that the land is fit for purpose, to ensure protection of controlled water 

receptors and to accord with the aims and objectives in respect of pollution as set out in 
the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 
12 None of the dwellings shall be occupied until such time as a verification investigation has 

been undertaken in line with the agreed Verification Plan for any works outlined in the 
Remedial Scheme relevant to either the whole development or that part of the 
development, and the report showing the findings of the verification investigation has 
been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The verification 
investigation report shall: 

- Contain a full description of the works undertaken in accordance with the agreed 
Remedial Scheme and Verification Plan; 

- Contain results of any additional monitoring or testing carried out between the 
submission of the Remedial Scheme and the completion of remediation works; 

- Contain Movement permits of all materials taken to and from the site and/or a copy of 
the completed site waste management plan if one was required; 

- Contain test certificates of imported material to show that it is suitable for its proposed 
use; 

- Demonstrate the effectiveness of the approved remedial scheme; and 
- Include a statement signed by the developer or the approved agent, confirming that all 

the works specified in the Remediation Scheme have been completed 
 
Reason - To ensure that the land is fit for purpose, and to accord with the aims and objectives in 

respect of pollution as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
13 The first reserved matters application shall include a statement detailing how the 

proposed mitigation and / or management measures as set out in Section 4.0 of the 
Ecological Appraisal (dated July 2013 and prepared by FPCR) have been incorporated 
within the proposed layout and landscaping scheme, together with a timetable for their 
implementation as applicable. Unless any alternative measures are first agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority, no development shall be undertaken at any time other 
than in strict accordance with the agreed measures and timetable.  

 
Reason - In the interests of nature conservation. 
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14 No external lighting shall be installed on site (and including during the construction 
phase) unless in accordance with details first submitted to and agreed in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority. 

 
Reason - In the interests of the amenities of the area, in the interests of nature conservation, 

and to comply with Policy E4 of the North West Leicestershire Local Plan. 
 
15 No hedgerows, trees or shrubs shall be removed during the months of March to August 

inclusive unless first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Should nesting 
birds be found during construction work, all work within 5 metres of the nest shall cease 
immediately, and shall not resume until such time as the young have left the nest. 

 
Reason - In the interests of nature conservation. 
 
16 Notwithstanding the submitted details, no development shall commence on the site (or, 

in the case of phased development, in respect of the relevant phase) until such time as a 
timetable for the undertaking of an updated survey(s) in respect of badger in relation to 
commencement of site works on the relevant phase (and including the specification of 
maximum periods between undertaking of surveys and commencement of work on the 
relevant phase) has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. No development shall thereafter be undertaken at any time unless the relevant 
survey(s) has been undertaken and the results (including mitigation measures and a 
timetable for such mitigation where appropriate) have been submitted to and agreed in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority, and the development shall thereafter be 
undertaken strictly in accordance with the agreed mitigation measures and timetable. 

 
Reason - In the interests of nature conservation. 
 
17 None of the dwellings hereby permitted shall be occupied until such time as a scheme 

for the provision of works at the Woodcock Way / Nottingham Road junction (to comply 
generally with the scheme shown indicatively on drawing no. 20954_08_020_01 Rev A) 
has been provided in full in accordance with precise details first submitted to and agreed 
in writing by the Local Planning Authority, and is available for use. 

 
Reason - To provide vehicular access to the site, in the interests of highway safety, and to 

comply with Policy T3 of the North West Leicestershire Local Plan.   
 
18 No development shall commence on the site until such time as a construction vehicle 

management plan, including wheel cleansing facilities and construction vehicle parking 
facilities, and a timetable for their provision, has been submitted to and agreed in writing 
by the Local Planning Authority. Unless any alternative management plan has first been 
submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, no development shall 
be undertaken at any time other than in accordance with the approved details and 
timetable. 

 
Reason - To reduce the possibility of deleterious material (mud, stones etc) being deposited in 

the highway and becoming a hazard to road users, and to ensure that construction traffic 
associated with the development does not lead to on-street parking problems in the 
area. 

 
19 Notwithstanding the submitted details, no development shall commence on the site until 

such time as precise details of all proposed measures as set out in Sections 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 
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and 10.0 of the submitted Travel Plan (prepared by M-EC, ref. 20954/08-14/3583 Rev 
A), and including a timetable for their implementation, have been submitted to and 
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Unless any alternative measures are 
first agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, the development shall thereafter 
be occupied in accordance with the agreed scheme and timetable. 

 
Reason - To ensure that adequate steps are taken to provide a transport choice / a choice in 

mode of travel to / from the site.  
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